MODEL: 4-128

# OF FILTERS: _______ 128
FILTER DIMENSION: _______ 13.8 ft. x 26.00 ft. LENGTH.
FILTER AREA: _______ 32512.0 sq. ft.
# OF VALVES: _______ 64
COMPRESSED AIR REQ: _______ 90-100 PSIG
AIR CONSUM.: _______ 18 scfm approx.
(10 sec. pulses INTERVALS)
DESIGN PRESSURE: _______ 20" DWG
STANDARD COLOR: _______ VEC Light Grey (OPTIONAL COLOR AVAILABLE)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: _______ 14,000 POUNDS.
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DIMENSIONS:
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DETAIL B
HOPPER FLANGE

(8) HOLES 1/2"